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a b s t r a c t

In the present work, the room temperature work hardening behavior and substructure

evolution of Fee17.5Mne8.3Ale0.74C-0.14Si lightweight steel were investigated during

compressive deformation. A series of compression tests were conducted under strain rates

of 0.001s�1, 0.01s�1, and 0.1s�1. In addition, the compression tests were interrupted at

strain levels of 0.25, 0.75, and 1.25 under the strain rate of 0.001s�1 to study the evolution of

the substructure under compression. The starting and deformed microstructures were

characterized through high-resolution electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) technique.

The obtained flow curves indicate the high capability of the experimented material for

strain hardening. According to the microstructural observation, the outstanding me-

chanical properties are attributed to the capability of the alloy in cell structure formation

and its progressive evolution to subgrains. Such extended dynamic recovery was followed

by continuous dynamic recrystallization (CDRX) and deformation-induced ferrite trans-

formation (DIFT) to accommodate the high amount of compressive strain (~2.5). These two

mechanisms result in a final refined microstructure with ultrafine equiaxed grains which

provides a great combination of strength and formability.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In recent years, duplex lightweight steels have received

extensive attention thanks to substantial lower density

(reduction of up to 18%), due to the presence of higher

aluminum content, as well as lower manufacturing costs in

comparison with austenitic steels [1e3]. The dual-phase
edi).
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microstructures offer an incredible combination of strength

and ductility, e.g., a high formability index over 50,000 MPa%,

by exploiting both physical and mechanical properties of

ferrite and austenite, simultaneously [4e6]. These features

make the low-density steels suitable candidate for the

manufacture of bodies in white (BIW) in the transportation

industry [7,8]. This is because their low density reduces fuel
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Table 1 e The chemical composition of the experimented
alloy.

Element Mn Al C Si Fe

wt.% 17.5 8.3 0.74 0.14 Bal.
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consumption while their high formability index enhances the

crash performance and crashworthiness of the body struc-

ture. However, these alloys have a more complex micro-

structure compared to single-phase lightweight steels due to

the mutual effect of the ferrite and austenite phases.

There are several strengthening mechanisms suggested to

explain the continuous strain hardening and excellent me-

chanical properties of FeeMneAleC steels [9e14]. As light-

weight steels contain more aluminum, leading to higher

stacking fault energy (SFE) values (>50 mJ/m2), the probability

of twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) and transformation-

induced plasticity (TRIP) occurrences was found to be

reduced [15e17]. Twin formation and g/a0 transformation

are mainly activated in the SFE ranges of 20e40 mJ/m2 and

16e20 mJ/m2, respectively [15]. The deformation twins and

strain-induced martensite transformation would be inhibited

as the aluminum content of FeeMneAleC alloys increases. In

fact, the critical shear stress for twinning and the stability of

austenite against the g/a0 transformation increases with

stacking fault energy. In this case, the governing deformation

mechanism shifts from TRIP to TWIP to the formation of

dislocation substructure in FeeMneAleC alloys. Therefore,

the work hardening phenomena in the high SFE low-density

steels can be explained by the intensified dislocation in-

teractions [18]. Both ferrite and austenite phases have high

stacking fault energy and are capable for the formation of

dislocation cells and cellular structure owing to the wavy

character of dislocation glide. The strengtheningmechanisms

have been also related to the substructure evolutions associ-

ated with planar glide such as Taylor lattice, Taylor lattice

domain boundaries and crystallographic microbands. Planar

glide is believed to be primarily caused by glide plane soft-

ening associated with short range ordering resulted from

CeMn octahedral clusters or shearable nano-sized k-carbides

[19e21]. It is therefore imperative to study the substructure

development during deformation to tailor the microstructure

properly and then achieve the desired mechanical properties.

However, some other reports suggest that deformation

mechanisms associated with austenite are not primarily

governed by the SFE value. The austenite characteristics

including grain size, preferred crystallographic orientation

and morphology may also affect the stability of austenite and

may trigger the tripping effect locally [14,22]. At this point, the

optimal mechanical stability of austenite can explain the

simultaneous operation of multiple deformation

mechanisms.

Research on the room temperature formability of low-

density steels has largely focused on tensile modes of defor-

mation [9e13,18e20,22]. As an example, Abedi et al. [18]

examined the effects of substructure development on the

room temperature deformation behavior of FeeMneAleCeSi

lightweight steel using tensile testing method. They demon-

strated that the significant strain hardening capability of the

studied steel was attributed to the progressive evolution of

cell structures into subgrains during straining. Subgrain evo-

lution continued until fracture (but slowed down after size

stabilization), indicating the importance of such mechanisms

for strain accommodation during room temperature tensile

deformation. Also, the continuous subgrain refinement could

lead to the nano-size partitioning of the austenite (~530 nm)
and ferrite (~500 nm) grains, resulting in excellent mechanical

properties. Furthermore, tailoring the microstructure using

heat treatment has been of interest since high Al and C pro-

mote the formation of k-carbides [23e25]. Nevertheless, there

are a few reports in the literature focusing on the compressive

formability of the lightweight steels at room temperature. Li

et al. [26] assessed the compressive deformation behavior of

micro-alloyed FeeMneAleC low-density steel aged at

different temperatures. It was found that high strain rate had

a prominent effect on strain hardening behavior, which was

due to the enhanced interaction of mobile dislocations and

distributed k-carbide within austenite. In the case of higher

strain rates, the obtained compressive flow curves revealed

continuous hardening that was followed by shear fracture.

Yet, the investigation of the microstructure without the

presence of k-carbide and its impacts on the room tempera-

ture compressive formability of such alloys have been over-

looked. No study has been conducted to investigate the

relationship between compressive mechanical performances,

particularly work hardening behavior, and substructure

development of low-density steel. In light of this knowledge

gap, the goal of the present work is to examine the compres-

sive deformation behavior as well as substructural develop-

ment of a low-density k-carbide free steel at the ambient

temperature.
2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Material specification

The chemical composition of the low-density steel experi-

mented in this work is summarized in Table 1. This alloy is

expected to have a lower density than fully austenitic struc-

tures because of the presence of a high amount of Al. The

apparent density of 6.8 gr/cm3 was determined for the speci-

fied steel with a properly calibrated densitometer (Mettler-

Toledo XP205), which represents a remarkable reduction

(~16%). Moreover, the austenite stacking fault energy (SFE)

value of 85e90 mJ/m2 was measured using the sub-regular

solution thermodynamic model proposed by Saeed-Akbari

et al. [27], considering effects of alloying elements of Mn, C,

and Al as well as initial grain size. As a result, this value is

significantly greater than that of for activation of deformation

twinning (20e40 mJ/m2) or austenite to martensite dynamic

transformation (16e20 mJ/m2) [15].

The material was prepared by atmosphere-controlled in-

duction melting followed by electroslag re-melting. After ho-

mogenizing the cast material at 1200 �C for 1 h, the alloy was

hot rolled in the temperature range of from 1150 �C (start

temperature) to 900 �C (finish temperature), then air cooled. As

this lightweight steel can exhibit a duplex structure contain-

ing a predominant austenite phase over a wide range of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.11.032
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Fig. 1 e (a) Image quality and (b) phase map of the initial duplex microstructure of the experimented low-density steel. Red

areas correspond to the ferrite phase.
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temperatures [18], a short-time annealing procedure at

1100 �C for 10minwas carried out on the hot rolledmaterial to

create a dilute solid solution dual phase (gþa) microstructure.

The obtained as-annealed microstructure of the alloy with an

average grain size of ~28 mm along with its corresponding

phase map as a duplex structure are illustrated in Fig. 1. As it

can be seen, a high fraction of annealing twins is evident in

the initial g-austenite grains (red boundaries in Fig. 1a) along

with the a-ferrite phase (red regions shown in Fig. 1b). The

austenite and ferrite fractions are approximately 90% and

10%, respectively.

2.2. Mechanical tests

For the compressive behavior study of the alloy, the as-

annealed cylindrical samples with dimensions of F8

mm * 12 mm were prepared based on the ASTM E9 standard

[28]. These samples were subjected to room temperature

compression tests under various strain rates of 0.001s�1,

0.01s�1, and 0.1s�1. To ensure repeatability and reproduc-

ibility, each test conducted under specified conditions was

repeated three times and the mean values were reported. It is

worth mentioning that compression tests are generally con-

ducted down to true strains of 0.5e0.6 to prevent barrelling

effects caused by excessive friction between the anvil and

specimen surfaces observed at higher straining. As a result of

the friction effect, there is an additional stress in the overall

estimation of flow stress along with the transverse stress that

is responsible for surface cracking. In this case, however, an

unconventional approach was adopted, in which the tests

were conducted without any particular lubricant until a true

strain of 2.5 at the strain rate of 0.001 s�1, in order to evaluate

the capability of the alloy in strain accommodation and

compressive formability at room temperature. The results

were reported as true strainetrue strain (seε) and work

hardening rateetrue strain (ds/dεeε) plots. In addition, inter-

rupted compression tests were performed at strain levels of
0.25, 0.75, and 1.25 under the strain rate of 0.001s�1 to inves-

tigate the substructure evolution during the compression test.

2.3. Microstructure examination

To accurately examine the substructure development, the

microstructures of samples compressed down to various

strain levels of 0.25, 0.75 and 1.25 were explored through high

resolution electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD). For this

purpose, a Zeiss LEO 1530 FEG SEM operated at 20 kV was

utilized to acquire the EBSD data, following mechanical pol-

ishing and electropolishing at room temperature in CH3COOH

(92%) and HClO4 (8%) solutions under a voltage of 32 V. The

instrument had an automatic EBSD attachment from HKL

Technology (now Oxford Instruments). HKL Channel 5 and

Aztec software were used for data acquisition and post-

processing, including a modified Kuwahara filter for aver-

aging origination data.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Hardening behavior

Fig. 2 represents the true stress vs. true strain (seε) and work

hardening rate vs. true strain (ds/dεeε) curves of the experi-

mented alloy during room temperature compression tests

under the strain rates of 0.001 s�1, 0.01 s�1, and 0.1 s�1. It is

found that there is a maximum flow stress followed by a

noticeable softening in the present study which is unlike the

typical room temperature compressive flow behavior

observed for most other materials. In general, various alloys

exhibit progressive increase in room temperature compres-

sive flow stress with strain increased. However, in the present

alloy, it is possible to observe continuous flow softening as

well as superformability at room temperature, which is an

exceptional characteristic for advanced high strength light-

weight steels. This is despite the fact that such softening is

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.11.032
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Fig. 2 e (a) The true stressestrain curves of the studied

steel under the various strain rates and (b) the

corresponding work hardening rate in terms of true strain.

Table 2 e Room temperature compressive properties of
the studied alloy.

Strain rate (s�1) 0.001 0.01 0.1

s0.2 (MPa) 309.3 ± 5.6 351.2 ± 4.8 393.9 ± 5.1

smax (MPa) 1061.5 ± 4.3 1109.7 ± 3.8 1100.8 ± 4.1

Transition strain (%)

(Stage I to II)

19.6 ± 0.2 18.6 ± 0.3 17.1 ± 0.3

Transition strain (%)

(Stage II to III)

40.7 ± 0.3 41.7 ± 0.2 38.2 ± 0.2
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normally expected to take place at higher temperatures,

exceeding 600 �C [29e31], at which thermally activated pro-

cesses like dynamic recrystallization (DRX) are likely occur. It

can be also observed that strain rates directly influence the

yield stress so that a higher yield stress is obtained at the

higher strain rate. To compare yield points quantitatively, s0.2
values were measured based on the true stressestrain curves

and summarized in Table 2 (s0.2 corresponds to the 0.2% proof

stress). As can be seen in Table 2, the yield stress values under

the strain rates of 0.001 s�1, 0.01 s�1, and 0.1 s�1 are 309 MPa,

351 MPa, and 393 MPa, respectively. The corresponding peak

stress values are also 1061 MPa, 1109 MPa, and 1100 MPa,

respectively, which indicate the positive effect of strain rate

on yield and peak stresses. However, the flow behavior of the

material seems to be relatively strain rate insensitive. The

room temperature strain rate sensitivity of high strength

steels (and the majority of engineering materials) in quasi-

static regime relatively equals to zero and may be increased

to positive values under higher strain rate domains as was

reported by Wu et al. [32] in the case of Fee28Mne10Ale1.2C

low-density steel alloy. Another relevant observation to

consider is the more pronounced softening in the sample

deformed under the higher strain rate which may suggest the

high capability of the experimented material for restoration

and rearrangement of the dislocation substructure.

According to Fig. 2b, it is evident that the work hardening

rate (ds/dε) decreases continuously with an increase in strain

and pass over the negative range which is similar to the dy-

namic recovery regime observed in high-SFE FCC metals. In
this case, the work hardening behavior can be classified into

four distinct regions based on various descending slopes

observed in the curves. The initial sudden drop in work

hardening rate associated with the elastoplastic transition is

defined as stage (I), during which the dislocation mean free

path is high (dislocation density is low) enough to prevent

tangling. Following the elastoplastic transition, stage (II) is

characterized by an almost constant work hardening rate up

to a true strain of about 0.4. This behavior is entirely different

from the work hardening rate changes observed for the same

alloy in the tensile mode where rapid hardening occurs in

stage (II) [18]. In this stage, the strain hardening coefficient

value varies between G/40eG/60, where G is the alloy shear

modulus, G ¼ 70 GPa [33]. These values are less than those

found for FeeMneC alloys (laying in the range of G/20eG/40

[18,34e36]). These observations generally point out that the

effect of deformation mode on the capability of substructure

development in experimented steel is prominent which can

have significant influences on themechanical properties such

as formability. Stage (III) is identified as a continuous decline

in the work hardening rate with an increase in strain, which

finally passes over to the negative range in stage (IV). The true

strains of about 0.8 was recorded as transition strain in the

present case. The negative hardening rate, i.e. the occurrence

of softening, in stage (IV) indicates that the experimented

material can accommodate large amount of compressive

applied strains. The final stage of hardening has not been

observed for the same alloy in the tensile mode [18,37]. This

can be due to the inherent limitations of tensile testing in the

attained amount of plastic strain resulting from the occur-

rence of necking phenomenon.

It is worth noting that the transition strain level from stage

(I) to stage (II) appears earlier in the specimen compressed

under the strain rate of 0.1s�1 (at the true strain of ~0.171, see

Table 2) as compared to the other samples deformed at the

lower strain rates. Generally, the created moving dislocations

during the initial stage of deformation are tangled at the end

of stage I and are capable to be rearranged into dislocation cell

substructures with further straining. Therefore, the faster

decay of the work hardening rate observed in the stage (I) of

the sample deformed at the higher strain rates could be

associated with a more rapid tangling and subsequent rear-

rangement of the dislocations. Generally, a variety of factors

have been reported in this respect, including initial large grain

size, low dislocation density, and rapid dislocationmovement

[38]. Larger grain sizes allow dislocations to movemore freely,

and the lower dislocation density the less interaction between

dislocations. Given the same initial microstructure under all

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.11.032
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Fig. 3 e The (s-s0.2) (ds/dε) vs. (s-s0.2) curve for the studied

steel under the various strain rates.
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deformation conditions, these two factors cannot be the

reason for the faster decline of the work hardening rate in the

sample deformed at the higher strain rate. In fact, to
Fig. 4 e Boundary maps of (a) the initial microstructure and def

respective green, red, yellow, and blue colors display the misorie
accommodate the overall applied strain under the higher

strain rate, the dislocations might move faster which can lead

to the earlier tangling, and rearrangement of the dislocations.

A nearly constant work hardening rate is obtained during

stage (II) for the sample compressed under the various strain

rates. In stage (III), it is obvious that the work hardening rate

reduction is faster in the case of higher applied strain rate,

indicating the high capability of material for strain accom-

modation and dislocation restoration which can positively

affect the compressive formability of thematerial. For a better

comparison of thework hardening rates under different strain

rates, (s-s0.2) (ds/dε) was plotted in terms of (s-s0.2) as shown

in Fig. 3. It has been reported that the relationship between

(s-s0.2) (ds/dε) and (s-s0.2) is equivalent to that of between

dislocation storage rate (dr/dε) and dislocation density (r1/2),

where r is total dislocation density [39].

The initial slope in the (s-s0.2) (ds/dε)e(s-s0.2) curve is

mainly influenced by grain size. Given the same initial

microstructure for all conditions, the same slopes are ach-

ieved at the beginning of the deformation. With the further
ormed after strains of (b) 0.25, (c) 0.75, and (d) 1.25. The

ntation angles of 0.7�<q<2�, 2�<q<5�, 5�<q<15�, and q>15�.
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application of deformation, however, the higher strain rate

leads to the more rapid formation of dislocation forests,

causing more rapid increase in dislocation storage rate as can

be seen in Fig. 3. In this case, the dislocation storage rate

reaches the first peak, followed by an initial drop in the end of

stage (I) of hardening that could be the reason for earlier

occurrence of stage (II). In contrast, a gradual progressive in-

crease of the dislocation storage rate can be seen in stage (I)

for the sample compressed under the strain rate of 0.001 s�1,

showing the capability of the alloy to accommodate the

applied strain at the lower strain rate. The observed

increasing trend of the dislocation storage rate in stage (II) is

almost same for all samples, while it is different in stage (III).

In stage (III), the dislocation storage rate tends to decline fast.

The reduction ismore rapid in the sample deformed under the

strain rate of 0.1 s�1 than the strain rate of 0.001 s�1, sup-

porting the idea of high ability for microstructure restoration

and compressive formability even under the high strain rates.

3.2. Substructure development

To investigate the substructure development (i.e., subgrain

formation, refinement, coalescence and probable trans-

formation) during compression deformation, a precise ex-

amination of the microstructure was conducted on the
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Fig. 5 e Misorientation angle distributions of (a) the initial micro

levels of (b) 0.25, (c) 0.75, and (d) 1.25.
sample deformed at the strain rate of 0.001 s�1. This case was

selected since the probable microstructural changes would be

more apparent. The deformed microstructures at various

levels of strains were analyzed and compared with the initial

microstructure. Fig. 4 represents the austenite boundarymaps

attained fromhigh resolution EBSD for the experimented alloy

in the states of as annealed and compressed down to the

strain levels of 0.25, 0.75, and 1.25. It should be noted that the

strains of 0.25, 0.75, and 1.25 were of interest as they correlate

with the respective stages (II), (III), (IV) of hardening as shown

in Fig. 2b. According to Fig. 4, it is apparent that the subgrains

within austenite grains evolve continuously and dynamically.

The austenite grains subdivide into several sub grains during

the straining process. The yellow, red, green, and blue colors

display the misorientation angles of 0.7� < q < 2�, 2� < q < 5�,
5� < q < 15�, and q > 15�, respectively. In the as-annealed

microstructure, the misorientation angles are mostly larger

than 15�, corresponding to high angle grain boundaries

(HAGB) (blue lines in Fig. 4a). Besides, the presence of the

parallel bands within the austenite grains is indicative of the

high frequency of annealing twins in the initial microstruc-

ture. As a result of compressive deformation at room tem-

perature, austenite grains are composed of a variety of sub-

boundaries with misorientation angles of <15�. The results

demonstrate that the annealing twins seem to be vanished by
0.0
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structure and the samples compressed down to the strain
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applying a small strain of 0.25, while subgrain boundaries

with low misorientation angles start to form in the original

austenite grains.

As a result of further straining, subgrains with low angle

grain boundaries (LAGB) become more frequent (Fig. 4c). The

cell walls (now known as subgrain boundaries) exhibit

differentmisorientations that allow further sub-classification.

The network of cell structure in the areas nearer the grain

boundaries is denser, where the sub-boundaries have greater

misorientation angles in the range of 2� < q < 5� and 5� < q < 15�

compared to the interior grains (0.7� < q < 2�). By inducing

more strain, LAGBs are transformed into HAGBs (Fig. 4d) and

fine grains surrounded by HAGBs are produced within and

along the grain boundaries of coarse austenite. The
Fig. 6 e A detail illustration of the boundary maps of the subgrai

after the strain levels of (a) 0.25, (b) 0.75, and (c) 1.25. The respec

angles of 2�<q<5�, 5�<q<15�, and q>15�.
misorientation angle distributions between neighboring

grains/subgrains are provided in Fig. 5 for a more quantitative

analysis of substructure development. It should be noted that

boundarieswith themisorientation angles of 0.7� < q < 2� were

excluded in this measurement. In the as-annealed condition

(Fig. 5a), the majority of misorientations holds the angles of

between 15� and 60� in which the highest frequency can be

observed around the angle of 60�. This can confirm the exis-

tence of annealing twins in the initial microstructure (Fig. 1a)

as the Ʃ3 twin boundaries are identified as 60� rotation around

a C111D axis. As the deformation progresses, however, the

frequency of the annealing twins decreases. In fact, their

misorientation axis/angles diverge from the perfect coinci-

dence during straining, resulting in a significant reduction of
ns in the sample deformed under the strain rate of 0.001 s¡1

tive red, yellow, and blue colors display the misorientation
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Fig. 7 e Subgrain size distributions of the samples

compressed down to the strain levels of (a) 0.25 and (b)

0.75.
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the annealing twin number (Fig. 5b, c, d) as can be seen in the

microstructures from Fig. 4b, c, d. Meanwhile, the frequency

of sub-boundaries increases and LAGBs with a number frac-

tion of 30e40% are observed within the coarse austenite

grains at the interrupted strains of 0.25 and 0.75. When higher

strains are imposed, misorientation angle changes become

different from those observed with interrupted strains of 0.25

and 0.75. The misorientation angles of LAGBs gradually in-

crease by continuing deformation, so that most of them are

shifted to the higher angles (q > 15�).
According to the described phenomena, the microstruc-

tural evolution may have been accompanied by DRX, which

can explain the occurrence of softening in the flow curves

shown in Fig. 2a. It is actually identified these intensified

substructure developments and the presence of incomplete

grain boundaries as characteristics of continuous dynamic

recrystallization (CDRX). A similar mechanism has previously

been observed with the same alloy during room temperature

tensile deformation [18]. The main difference is that in

compressive mode of deformation the extent of substructure

development and subsequent recrystallization is higher. This

can be discussed relying on the higher amount of imposed

strain, and the different compressive flow patternwith tensile

one which provide proper condition for intensified dislocation

tangling for subsequent re-arrangement.

In previous researches, the occurrence of dynamic recov-

ery and substructure development at room temperature, has

been discussed relying on the high stacking fault energy of

lightweight steels and the capability for cell-structure for-

mation [40e43]. In this respect, Akbarian et al. [40] have re-

ported that such extended dynamic recovery ends in

continuous dynamic recrystallization at room temperature

during multiaxial forging (MAF) of Fee29.1Mne0.039C-

2.4Ale0.3Si alloy. In the present case, the compressive mode

of deformation and the high amount of imposed strain are

similar to the condition experienced in the course of MAF, as a

well-known sever plastic deformation method, so the occur-

rence of CDRX could be explained by the evolution of the

substructure during room temperature deformation.

Generally, in twinning-induced plasticity steels with low

stacking fault energy, which can be difficult to form cell

structures, the diffused dislocation arrangements such as

tangles or othermore random structuresmay still be observed

after larger strains [21]. As stacking fault energy reaches the

medium range, the substructure formation and refinement

involved in planar and wavy patterns tend to lead to the early

stages of hardening [12,13]. This experiment considers the

progressive and effective orderly formation of the subgrains

(LAGB) as a unique microstructural characteristic of the

studied alloy in response to room temperature compressive

straining. This intensified substructure development is fol-

lowed by recrystallization, and it is believed that this mech-

anism is responsible for the observed high capability of the

material for strain hardening/softening under room temper-

ature compressive deformation.

Fig. 6 represents a more detailed view of boundary maps

for a better understanding of substructure development of

deformed samples. The respective red, yellow, and blue colors

represent the misorientation angles of 2� < q < 5�, 5� < q < 15�,
and q > 15�. The gradual formation of cell structure within the
coarse austenite grains followed by a progressive transition

into the subgrains holding sharp sub-boundaries can be

clearly seen in the developed microstructures. In the

deformed microstructure at the interrupted strain of 0.25

(Fig. 6a), a high fraction of incomplete sub-boundaries, hold-

ingmisorientation angles of 2� < q < 5� and 5� < q < 15� (red and

yellow colors, respectively), is indicative of the dislocations

cell structure formation. Near the prior grain boundaries, the

network of the cell structure is denser with a greater misori-

entation angle of sub-boundaries than the interior grains. The

misorientation of low angle boundaries are gradually

increased during deformation as a result of more dislocation

formation and absorption into the pre-existing sub bound-

aries (Fig. 6b). A high amount of HAGBs (blue lines) with a wide

distribution along with the deformed grains can be seen at the

true strain of 0.75. This means that recrystallized grains have

begun to form partially, corresponding to the stage (III) of

hardening where the work hardening rate tends to decrease

more rapidly compared to stage (II) and pass over to the

negative range. Besides increasing of HAGB, an appreciable

subgrain refinement takes place by inducing strain.

Considering the subgrain size distribution histograms

given in Fig. 7, it can be inferred that an almost normal dis-

tribution of the subgrains has been achieved during the
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compression deformation. These substructure evolutions and

histograms show the great potential of the studied alloy in

developing a well-refined uniform subgrain structure within

the prior austenite grains. In addition, the average subgrain

size shifts to smaller values with a narrower distribution of

subgrain size as deformation proceeds. The average subgrain

size reduces from 1.98 mm at the true strain of 0.25e0.78 mm at

the true strain of 0.75 (misorientation angle threshold has

been considered to be 0.7�). The LAGBs convert to HAGBs as a

result of increased strain-induced misorientation angles. This

results in a high percentage of HAGB being produced (blue

color in Fig. 6c) in interrupted true strains of 1.25, indicating a

large percentage of recrystallized grains. The capability of

grain refinement is correlated with substructure size stabili-

zation. The widespread distribution of the recrystallized

grains in the microstructure corresponds to stage (IV) of work

hardening where softening overcomes hardening as seen in

Fig. 2b. Accordingly, slip activation through wavy movement

of dislocations is the primary mean of accommodating strain

in austenite. In fact, the wavy character of dislocation move-

ment and high dislocationmotility provide a proper condition
Fig. 8 e Phase maps of the microstructures after the strains of (a

ferrite grains within the austenite, and fine austenite grains wi
for the formation of dislocation cells and subgrains followed

by the occurrence of CDRX. This well justify the observed

softening behavior in corresponding flow curves at room

temperature.

The phase map of the microstructures at the mentioned

interrupted true strains are shown in Fig. 8. According to the

results, during compressive straining, ferrite phase fractions

increase in the deformedmicrostructures. This may be due to

dynamic transformation of the prior austenite to ferrite in

response to the high amount of imposed strain. As indicated

by black dashed rectangle in Fig. 8c, ultrafine ferrite and

austenite grains can be detected in selected areas of the

microstructure. This means that straining leads to the for-

mation of fresh ferrite grains from the recrystallized austenite

phase. Therefore, it can be inferred that the new ultrafine

austenite and ferrite grains are created through the occur-

rence of dynamic recrystallization and dynamic trans-

formation, respectively. The deformation-induced ferrite

transformation (DIFT) has been identified as the most effec-

tive mechanism contributing to grain refinement which can

be related to an increase of both austenite free energy and
) 0.25, (b) 0.75, and (c) 1.25 indicating the formation of fresh

thin the prior ferrite during compression.
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Table 3 e Comparison of the deformation mechanism and mechanical properties of duplex FeeMneAleC steel (a þ g).

Chemical
composition

Deformation
mode

Dominant deformation
mechanisms

Rapid
hardening

Yield stress
(MPa)

Peak stress
(MPa)

Ref.

Fee18Mne8Ale0.7C-

0.1Si

Tension Wavy glide (subgrain formation) þ
Twinning

Yes ~400 ~1200 [18]

Fee18Mne8Ale0.7C-

0.1Si

Compression Wavy glide (subgrain formation) No ~310 ~1100 This work
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nucleation site density caused by deformation applied. The

details of strain induced ferrite formation and austenite sta-

bility have been thoroughly described in previous works

[44e46]. Interestingly, the formation of new fine austenite

grains can be traced within the prior ferrite grains (Fig. 8c)

indicating the occurrence of bidirectional transformation

which has been previously reported in the case of low-density

steels at warm temperature regime (~500 �C) [47]. Generally,
each of deformation variables including strain, strain rate,

temperature or deformation mode could influence g/a

transformation [48]. Chemical free energy and deformation

stored energy make up the total driving force under defor-

mation conditions. As a result of this excess energy, austenite

can transform into ferrite and vice versa. In the present case,

according to the high imposed strain, driving force of the

transformation has been provided. Accordingly, the strain-

induced austenite to ferrite transformation can be consid-

ered as another strain compensation mechanism in addition

to recrystallization to explain the observed flow softening at

the room temperature deformation (Fig. 2a).

As a final point, the mechanical properties obtained from

the current work and the results obtained from the previous

study on the tensile behavior of the same alloy are summa-

rized in Table 3. Deformation mechanisms and various pa-

rameters such as yield stress and peak stress, have been

derived. This experimental steel shows excellent mechanical

properties such as compressive yield stress of 310 MPa and

peak stress of 1100 MPa. Different deformation mechanisms,

including twinning, wavy/planar glide, slip band refinement

and crystallographic micro-banding, can be responsible for

the outstanding mechanical properties of duplex low-density
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Fig. 9 e (a) Subgrain size changes with true strain and (b) the co

(a þ g) in two different deformation modes (The tensile results
steels. In the present case, the unique characteristics are

largely due to rapid dislocationmultiplication and subsequent

interactions that result in progressive subgrain evolution

(formation, refinement, and possibly rotation/coalescence)

within the austenite grains. The substructure development

was followed by continuous recrystallization and accompa-

nied by the bi-directional transformation of austenite to

ferrite. As compared to the tension mode, the yield and peak

stress values appear to be slightly lower in the compression

mode. To have a better comparison between tension and

compression modes, subgrain size changes at various true

strains are plotted in Fig. 9a. In addition, the corresponding

true stress values are replotted in Fig. 9b. As can be seen, the

subgrain size reduction for tension mode is more rapid than

compression mode. At true strain of ~0.25, a smaller subgrain

size has been attained in the compressive deformation mode

(Fig. 9a) while higher true stress has been experienced in the

tensile mode (Fig. 9b). On the other hand, at the nearly same

subgrain size values (at the respective true strains of 0.4 and

0.75 for tension and compression deformation modes),

approximately same stress levels have been achieved. In this

case, the significant point is that obtaining the same subgrain

size takes place at a higher true strain in compression. These

findings reveal that changing the load direction and the

resultant compressive flow pattern can directly influence the

quality of substructural development in experimented alloy.

In this respect, the dislocation mean-free path, the planar/

wavy character of dislocation glide and in general dislocation

maneuverability, should be compared (between tensile and

compression modes) in correlation with developed texture

components. These characteristics directly influence on the
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are educed from Ref. [18]).
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capability of dislocation tangling and rearrangement, sub-

grain rotation and coalescence, dislocation dissociation and

absorption to the high angle boundaries, and indirectly dictate

the capability of the material for strain accommodation. This

can be considered as the subject of future works.
4. Conclusions

The involved hardening mechanisms during compressive

room temperature deformation of a duplex (a þ g) low density

steel were precisely studied emphasizing on the quantitative

and qualitative characterization of substructure development.

The following conclusion were drawn:

� The compressive flow curves showed four distinct work

hardening rate stages. They were surprisingly accompa-

nied with appreciable softening up to high imposed strain

instead of the conventionally expected continuous strain

hardening observed in compression behavior of most al-

loys that has been related to the substructure development

during straining.

� The continuous and progressive formation of the subgrains

within the microstructure was clearly recognized using

EBSD. The network of the cell structure at the vicinity of the

grain boundaries was denser and the sub-boundaries

possess higher misorientation angles, (2� < q < 15�)
compared to the interior grains (0.7� < q < 2�). The mea-

surements indicated an appreciable subgrain refinement,

e.g., the average subgrain size reduces from 1.98 mm at the

true strain of 0.25e0.78 mm at the true strain of 0.75.

� After size stabilization, the subgrain evolution slowed

down until the CDRX mechanism is completed.

� The subgrain evolution continued up to the higher applied

strain but slowed down after size stabilization, in the

meantime, the CDRX mechanism was completed. Accord-

ingly, such mechanism appears to play an influential role

in strain accommodation during room-temperature

compressive deformation, explaining the observed soft-

ening and high formability.

� In addition, strain-induced austenite to ferrite trans-

formation was also identified during straining in the

microstructure that can be considered as another strain

compensation mechanism to explain the observed flow

softening at the room temperature deformation.
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